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J.

New York - It is significant that the health programme in New Since 1975, the state of NY has approved the elimination of 
York City is what is breaking down. The city’s leaders are 3,853 hospital beds and the shutdown of 29 hospitals, 
playing the familiar game of benign neglect in which all - (Presently, any shutdowns must be approved by the state.) 
institutions supposedly for the human welfare are merely What the great protest is about is, these are crucial facilities, 
receptacles for those who are too old, too sick or weak. And albeit inefficient. They are needed despite their faults. The
the institutions tend to make them weaker. Now, people have 
found they have to fight to keep what little scrap of health 
care that is available to them. This is the character of the 
present health care crisis.

Out of 8 million New Yorkers, 3 million have no ready access 
to a doctor or health clinic. And today, a number of hospitals 
are slated for destruction. The ‘country doctor’ who would 
come to one’s door has become virtually non-existant in the 
urban setting. Instead of home care of good quality, people are 
increasingly dependent upon institutions which are 
bureaucratic, impersonal, and costly as well.

Some have suggested making medical schools free, or 
endorsing subsidised residencies to get more doctors to 
practice general medicine in the areas that need it. In addition 
nurses and doctors’ assistants are so often trained en masse 
and then placed into hospitals where there services could be 
used more effectively within the neighbourhood as opposed to 
an institutional setting.

But, it isn’t only the issue of obtaining cheap, personal health
care which is rooted in the community and orientated toward 
the individual. There is also the whole notion that medicine 
must be aggressive. What I mean is that disease is often 
thought of as something to combat. The cure takes on even 
military dimensions. Take the medical profession’s relation to 
cancer. There are three basic ways to fight it: with surgery, 
drugs, and /or radiation. All three are characteristically hostile. 
However, there may not be much more to be done about 
cancer at this time, unfortunately.. Nevertheless, attitudes 
about disease and illness can change. The view that a disease is 
a set of germs which must be combated by drugs, surgery 
(literally, cutting), radiation, and extensive hospital stays 
must be changed. There is much in the medical profession 
that is actually damaging to the patient, not only its 
exhorbitant medical fees.

main question to ask is : What will replace them?
4

Among the considerations of the state (there is a certain line 
beyond which they will not consider, however!), is what they 
are calling the ‘free-standing ambulatory care clinics.’ These 
are similar to hospital outpatient facilities, laboratory tests, 
and other basic medical services not orientated toward long 
stays and the need for hospital beds. Many are likening this 
to the general practitioner of yesteryear, but to me, it rings 
of institutionalism as epitomised by the modern hospital. 
Still, the government is considering them (clinics). Their 
motive, of course, is what saves them the most money, 
which is too often the motive when such human issues as 
education, mass transportation, working conditions, in 
addition to health care. The obsession with cost will rule out 
simple compassion, almost always.

The expense of health care to the patient is astounding. The 
average cost of hospitalisation in NY is 200 dollars per day 
per patient. And often, longer hospital stays are encouraged 
by hospital personnel. In comparison, even a 
bureaucratically run clinic is less than 50 dollars/day. Hence, 
the state endorses clinics. As the Daily News states (Aug.5th 
’79) : ‘Uncle Sam is especially interested in money saving 
techniques since he ends up paying 55% of the total US 
hospital bill, either through public insurance programmes, 
such as Medicaid, or through direct subsidies to hospitals, 
both public and private.’

The above statement is misleading. It’s as if the public pays a 
minimal amount for health care while the ‘benevolent’ 
government is footing the bill. Medicaid is not that easy to 
obtain. Most of us do have to pay - for hospital bills, visits to 
the doctor (or these days, the specialist), for x-rays, drugs, 
and so on. All these aspects of ‘ maintaining health ’ are high 
priced. And in general, the prices for the necessities of life - 
energy, housing, food, and medical care - rose at an annual 
rate of 18.6% in April, May and June of this year, according 
to the National Centre of Economic Alternatives (privateBesides recognising who it is that profits by various health 

procedures, a more preventitive orientation is required, to 
resolve the present health crisis. Local - based clinics (with 
moderate, if any, fees - which don’t provide a profit to 
), are positive in this respect. Preventitive services such as 
hypertension detection, various testing procedures, 
immunisation, access to nutrition (very underrated in 
importance), family planning, and pre-natal care are useful. 
The over-population that usually occurs in dinics can be 
assauged by simply building more. And, more home-based 
services such as midwifery (delivering babies at home), can be 
greatly utilised. And there are a multitude of people trained in 
medicine who sincerely want to help others, which they are 
usually prevented from doing within an institutional 
environment.

research group).
Now, there are a number of recommendations from different 
levels of government. For instance, a study prepared by 
Deputy Mayor Haskell (and task force) states that the city 
could save 30.5 million dollars a year if it would only shut 
down more hospitals (sounds simple!). And, the Statewide 
Health Coordinating Council drew up a plan recently, which 
incidentally, coste 1.1 million dollars. They recommended 
shortening hospital stays, paying more attention to the 
elderly and bringing back the general practitioner; and of 
course this would allow for the more easeful closing of 
hospitals. It sounds to me like trading one sort of hell for 
another. (If one takes a trip to a typical nursing home, this is 
quite apparant.)
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However, no matter what useful recommendations are 
brought up by thse task forces of the state, the next step is 
for them to be officially endorsed and put through as 
concrete policy. This usually takes years. And good health 
care is needed now.

In the meantime, there is protest. The alternatives to 
sprawling, impersonal, often innefficient, and expensive 
medical centres must be clarified. Just what are they to be 
replaced with ? And if this can be done, there may yet be 
good health care for everyone. There may be the recognition 
that L is more beneficial to be well than to be sick - to the 
benefit of the state owned institutions; the recognition that 
it is better to be well - and maintain our health through 
community 3d clinics, well-trained, caring individuals, and 
our own knowledge of what is and what is not healthy.

Sally A. Fr^t

Sitting on the tube
Waiting for the destination 
Trying to get a revelation 
But my head feels like a cube 
Ride to work and ride to home 
Smashed together arse on arse 
This life is such a farce
The big decision of the day -
Should I sit in the cancer car or not ?
I choose not and now I’m having 
fits for cigarrits.
What shits -
So I stare at the well dressed woman
across from me, and study her face, 
her gesture^ her cloths,
Lord they all look tired
Jumping up when the train stops 
and hurry on their way
Roll in another one

just like the other ohe....

THE PUBLIC EYEWAY
(poem against engendered genders)

everytime I pass that glamourous stranger 
she puts on that I’m-not-looking-at-you- 
but-you-can-look-at-me look

while glamourous men ungainly with infl
uence put on the cream of careers and 
professions the mascara of money and 
possessions the lipstick of qualified con
formity the little highlights of competitive 
fame the right accents and the right ans
wers the shadows of the night shift or day 
shift and other conditional duties of my 
gender

To be governed is to be watched over, 
inspected, spied upon, directed,legisl
ated at, regulated, docketed, indoctrina
ted, preached at, controlled, assessed, 
weighed, censored, ordered about, by 
men who have neither the right, nor the 
knowledge,nor the virtue. To be gove
rned means to be, at each operation, at 
each transaction,at each movement no
ted, registered, controlled, stamped, ta
xed, measured, valued, assessed, paten
ted, licensed, authorised, endorsed, ad
monished, hampered, reformed, rebuked, 
arrested. It is to be, on the prtext of the 
gene ral interest, taxed, drilled, held ra
nsom, exploited, monopolised, extorted, 
squeezed, hoaxed, robbed, then, at the 
least resistance, at the first word of 
complaint, to be repressed, fined, abus 
ed, annoyed, followed, bullied, beaten, 
disarmed, garotted, imprisoned, mach
ine-gunned, judged, condemned, deport' 
ed, flayed, sold, betrayed and fin ally 
mocked, ridiculed, insulted, dishonou
red. Such is government, such is ju
stice, such is morality.

Pierre-Joseph Proudhon. 1851
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having similiar expectations of my regard

There's a continuous argument over the 
validity of autonomous womens' groups 
within the anarchist movement.Is it not 
making an unnecessary division .? Is it not 
diverting energy from the 'main cause' ? 
Speaking personally, I don't believe in the 
ultimate goal of a society of women separ
ate from men, but I do believe in the need 
for women to develop their strength separ
ately. However much we would like to bel
ieve that Anarchist men are so progressed 
that we need not worry about sexism, we 
can not. Likewise we as women are not 
progressed enough at this point to feel and 
know ourselves as totally strong beings.

We must view the situation as a process, 
a process of the revolution of self, and the 
selves around us.A process that has not 
progressed to the point of real autonomy 
for women. We are still in the primary 
stages of understanding and dealing with our 
oppression.For instance, when we sit and 
discuss anarchism with a group of men, do 
we as women make a point of the import
ance of feminist issues?Do we voice oursel 
-ves the way we would really like to?This 
is where the function of separate womens' 
groups comes into focus.The freedom to 
work out and develop our ideology, our 
feelings, our fears, and our needs. Women 
have their own way of expressing themsel
ves which we are taught are not 'logical', 
not 'sound' intellectually.We feel intimid
ated. "Because women have no vested inter
est in theoretical assumptions and their 
implications and hence no practice in the 
arts of verbal domination, they will not 
easily be drawn into it's intricate mechan
ics. Instead, even young girl children, app
raising their lot, acquire an almost auto
matic distrust (like Lucy of Peanuts fame) 
for the theoretical in the situation and rely 
on their wits and instincts of the moment 
to solve pressing practical pro.blems. 
Women are suspicious of logic and it's 
rituals the same way the poor are suspic
ious of our legal labyrinths.Veiled in myst
ification both institutions function against

their interests." (Lynne Farrow............
FEMINISM AS ANARCHISM.)

We have yet to claim ourselves. As women 
who choose to functioh in a male dominated 
movement, we must claim our space, our 
needs. What is the point of working towards 
anachy if we are left to follow all these 
’free' men?Women are oppressed.We must 
believe that in all the power of it's meaning 
We can find strenght in other women, and 
we need that strength. We need to feel ours 
elves as strong capable people so that we 
can begin to interact that way.It is crucial 
that we don’t disillusion ourselves into 
thinking that because we wear leather jack
ets, we are liberated. "It is important to 
’free your mind' and your personal life, 
but it is not sufficient. Liberation is not 
an insular experience;it occurrs in conjun
ction with other human beings.There are 
no individual 'liberated women'. "(Peggy 
Komegger:ANARCHISM , THE FEMINIST 
CONNECTION.)

I began this wanting to explain to men the 
need for autonomous women's groups within 
the Anarchist movement. I found Jhat I have 
adressed myself to women, which brings me 
to a statement of Lynne Farrow’s...
'Arguing a case for feminism is a form of 
appeal, like a powerless class asking for 
power or a PR enterprise attempting to sell 
something to a potential buyer. Feminism 
means rejecting all the terms we are offered 
to gain legitimacy as a respectable social 
movement, and redefining our real interests 
as we meet them. ’ We need not argue for our 
place, we must take it.

Viva Anarchism.
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e.

Levellers, Diggers,and Ranters
In recent years there has been a rev

ival of interest in the various radical
factions which were spawned by, and hel
ped to shape the course of the English 
revolution and Civil war, 1640-1660. Of
these, possibly the Levellers are the most 
well known revolutionary group, though
many others, such as the Diggers, the Ran
ters, Fifth Monarchists and Club men were 
also prominent at the time. For Anarch
ists this period is interesting and relevant 
for it was one of the few occassions in
English history when the voice of the ord
inary people was heard and their hope for 
a fairer society expressed. It was a time 
of energetic propaganda, during which a 
vast number of pamphlets, papers and pet
itions were issued, reflecting the wishes
of the people- in some ways the situation 
not dissimiliar with today.

The Levellers themselves were by no means 
a monolithic or unified body, rather they
were a loose grouping containing different
factions. To some contemporaries the Lev
ellers seem to be intent on overturning the
social pyramid. Their ideas were frequ
ently interpreted as leading inevitably to 
a society in which all things would be held 
in common. Hot surprisingly, the proper
tied classes took fright. However, on the 
available evidence there is little support 
for the notion that the main wing of the Lev
eller movement, lead by John Lilbume, 
Wanted to abolish private property. In fact 
Lilbume often criticised more radical gro
ups, such as the Diggers, for their "leve
lling’' ideas. His concept of equality was 
solely political. Probably William Walwyn
was the only leading Leveller who believed 
in a propertyless society. He admired the 
voluntary community of goods of the early 
Christians and looked on political equality 
as preparing the way for economic equality.

So the Levellers were a diffuse group. 
The main body of the movement desired pol
itical change , such as a wider electorate, 
but not the abolition of the existing order. 
They recieved a good deal of support from 

the apprentices and small master craftsmen 
in London. But although Leveller activites 
centered in the capital, their supporters 
were to be found in areas such as Surrey, 
Devon, Cornwall , Buckinghamshire, Hert
fordshire, Oxfordshire, Pembrokeshire, 
Derbyshire and Lancashire.In 1647 the 
movement associated itself with the demands 
of the (Cromwells) Army rank and file,for 
arrears of pay.It rapidly won considerable 
influence among the agitators (the original 
ones) who were deputies appointed by the 
rank and file of each regiment and who 
helped to spread the Levellers’ philosophy 
among the ordinary soldiers of the Army.

By the early months of 1649 the Leveller 
movement had reached a critical phase, as 
indeed had English history as a whole.The 
King,Charles I, had been executed (cheers’.), 
the monarchy and House of Lords abolished 
(more cheers'. *.).Real power lay in the hands 
of a small House of Commons - the Rump, 
and in a Council of State. Both these bodies 
were controlled to some degree by the High
Command of the Army.The barrier to fund
amental societal change was the fact that 
the group of people who had originally insp
ired and led the revolt against the King, 
desired only the political and social emanc
ipation of the newly emerging gentry, and 
not a complete social and economic revolut
ion. Consequently, from here on the Levell
ers concentrated their energies on the 
struggle against this new ruling class, and 
specifically against the threat of military 
dictatorship which they identified with the 
rise of Cromwell.

However, their methods were mainly 
reformist, as they imagined they could ach
ieve their aims through Parliament.They 
hoped for example, that their constitution, 
the 'Agreement of the People’, would be 
adopted by the House of Commons.The 3rd 
version of the ’Agreement’ gives a revealing 
insight into the Levellers' philosophy.It’s 
emphasis was that power corrupts.They 
were suspicious of central authority, and 
their stress on individual rights subsequen
tly developed into a full-scale program of 
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decentralisation, including the extention of 
the independence of the local community. 
The 'Agreement' made other reformist 
demands such as legal decentralisation, and 
advocated that any future army should rest 
on a local basis.But once again they did not 
dispute property rights, a key factor in det
ermining the nature of any new society.

Nevertheless, even these limited demands 
encountered fierce resistance from the 
Cromwellian State which was bent on the 
suppression of the Leveller movement.How
ever, the Levellers were able to create some 
violent agitation among their followers and 
in the Army.In April 1649 there were mutin
ies in the Army over the issues of pay and 
service in Ireland. A Leveller soldier, Rob
ert Lockyer, was singled out as the ringlead
er and shot. At his funeral there was a vast 
demonstration of popular support for the
Leveller movement in London.The Army 
Levellers exploded in a renewed mutiny 
which greatly alarmed the new ruling class 
until Cromwell finally suppressed the Leve
lers in a small battle at Burford, near Oxford 
in the summer of 1649.This defeat paralysed 
the Leveller movement, but it was evident 
from the comments of the pro-Leveller new
spaper , 'The Moderate', that the people were 
bitter and angry.Apparently on the day of 
'thanksgiving' for the suppression of the 
revolt, as the General's coach drove through 
cheapside, one of the wheels fell off "which 
some thought was due to sabotage". Further
more, "many of the discontented people, as 
the coaches went by, exprest themselves in 
bold and plain language". This response is 
hardly surprising when it is considered that, 
to most of the population, the civil war had 
given rise to far-reaching hopes.Thus they 
were greatly disillusioned when they found 
that both Parliament and the Army were to 
break their promises for freedom from 
oppression.This social discontent was fost
ered by economic dislocation.In 1646 there/ 
began a series of poor harvests that had a 
catastrophic effect on food prices. Agric
ultural workers experienced severe unemp
loyment. Industrial workers suffered as hea
vily, especially small crafts such as weavers 
and cobblers, clockmakers etc, who formed 
the main body of Leveller support. Famine 
and destitution spread accross the country. 
The propertied classes feared that the poor

would become revolutionary and look towards 
a group such as the Levellers for support. 
Yet the Levellers allowed this revolutionary
potential to slip out of their hands, believing
as they did , in the institution of private prop
erty. It was left to more revolutionary groups, 
especially the Diggers, to expand and attempt 
to put into practise a theory of communism 
in land.

The Diggers' chief theorist, Gerard Winst- 
anley,outlined the basis of a classless soc
iety in his 'The Law of Freedom in a Plat
form'. He saw that the source of all exploit
ation and most of the misery around him, lay 
in the private appropriation of the means of 
life - the land.Instead,he wanted all land to 
be a 'common treasury' to everyone.People 
should be able to settle in any part of Eng
land without buying or renting land.Winstan- 
ley's ideal was not peasant ownership but 
'community'.He envisaged two ways of reach
ing this state of society - 1).Landless people 
were to join together to dig the wastelands, 
and 2). Workers were to withdraw their lab
our from employment on the lands.This would 
be more than a strike for the strikers would
find permanent work in cultivating the comm
ons for themselves.This theory was enacted
in April 1649 when a Digger colony was est
ablished at St Georges Hill in Surrey.There 
Diggers managed to raise crops on 11 acres 
of wasteland and defied the hostility of local
landlords, the Army and the law for more
than a year.After considerable harrassment
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Levellers, Diggers,and Ranters
In recent years there has been a rev

ival of interest in the various radical
factions which were spawned by, and hel
ped to shape the course of the English 
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these, possibly the Levellers are the most 
well known revolutionary group, though
many others, such as the Diggers, the Ran
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English history when the voice of the ord
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not dissimiliar with today.
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they moved to Cobham Heath, a few miles 
away.Even then, the raids against the m 
continued, and by April 1650 the colony had 
been forcibly dispersed, huts and furniture 
burned, and the Diggers chased away from the 
area.Nevertheless, their example' was foll
owed in other areas, such as Cox Hall in. 
Kent, and Wellingborough in Northants.These 
Diggers or ’True Levellers ’ as they usually 
called themselves, were determined by direct 
action to make good their natural right to 
use the earth and enjoy it’s fruits.

The Diggers’ desire for a revolution in 
property relationships was echoed by two 
very radical pamphlets - ’Light shining in 
Buckinghamshire’ (Dec. 1648), and ’More 
light shining in Buckinghamshire’(Mar. 1649) 
which indicated the widespread support for 
Digger ideas and action.Both these pamphlets, 
written by representatives of the peasantry, 
emphasize economic equality rather than 
mere political equality, as the mainstream 
of the Leveller movement was advocating. 
There was a Leveller conference at Ayles
bury (possibly influenced by the Buckingham
shire peasantry) on the 10th May 1649, which 
declared it’s participants’ readiness to 
’further’ the doings of any of the poor who 
may ’join a community in God’s way. . .and 
desire to manure, dig and plant in the waste
grounds and commons’.

These radical Levellers and Diggers env
isaged a federation of small communities of 
neighbours,fairly equal in ownership and 
status, ruling themselves according to simple 
and well-known laws, without the interference 
of lawyers and magistrates.Other Digger 
colonies were set up at Iver (Bucks), Barnet, 
Enfield, Dunstable, Bosworth (Leics), and at 
unknown places in Gloucs and Notts.But des
pite this upsurge of revolutionary feeling, 
the mainstream of the Leveller movement 
had little to offer the vast majority of poorer 
people who thought that the execution of the 
King and the declaration of a Republic would 
allieviate their desparate situation.Thus it 
would appear that there was quite a distinct 
class division between the lower middle cla
sses, the declining craftspeople to whom the 
Levellers appealed, and the huge mass of 
ordinary people who looked for more than 
political reform.

Ft he freedom oV Mng. free,- 
bom EnaUshmn is most 
important... By •this bJC 
mean freedom not -to 
govern but freedom +obe 
cAovjemed... er.. as opposes 
vtc> cu'&d that is -■

Some of this revolutionary feeling found 
expression in groups and sects other than 
the Levellers and Diggers.In 1645, groups of 
countrypeople, known as the Clubmen, from 
all over Western and Southern England, took 
up arms to oppose royalists and Parliament
arians alike.They couldn’t be dispersed 
until they were faced by Cromwells' New 
Model Army. The Fifth Monarchists were 
another radical sect, millenarian inspired 
though they were quite definately class cons
cious. They had a similar programme to the 
Levellers, and made a point of attacking tith
ing priests and lawyers as well as the rich.

During this period there was a considera
ble breakdown in the confidence in establish
ed forms of religion, morality, family life etc; 
in some ways a parallel with the social deve
lopments in the Western world during the 
last 20 years.Certainly young people were 
now refusing automatic deference to their 
elders.Personal appearances differed , rad
icals were often criticised for being unkempt. 
People tended to pass from sect to sect, many 
of which challenged existing social mores. 
One of these sects were known as the Ranters 
They were regarded by the Puritans as loose 
people and condemned for practising free 
love.Their inspiration was partly religious 
or spiritual, although in a millenarian sense, 
and they were definitely opposed to the organ
ised church.They used tobacco and alcohol
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acts of war etc.It seems that the Levellers 
failed to appreciate that the peasantry formed 
the great majority of the people.With them 
lay the key to the future.Thus this failure was 
a major weakness, and was perhaps the main 
cause of their defeat.

There was no prospect of the Levellers' 
programme being realised by consent, for 
their ideas were destructive to the new ruling 
class-the landed Anglicans, Presbyterians, 
and Independant Businessmen. Yet the Levell
ers were unprepared for armed conflict and 
violent revolution. Though it is difficult to 
see how they could have defeated the Independ
ents and the Army, given the balance of forces 
in the country at the time, their only chance of 
success lay in stirring the people to action on 
their own behalf.
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to heighten spiritual vision (’.) - perhaps 
like the modern-day drug-taking.Tobacco was 
then still regarded as a novel and rather 
naughty stimulant, although ironically by 1640 
it had risen to first place among London's 
imports'. The Ranters also advocated swear
ing and blasphemy as a symbolic expression 
of freedom from moral restraints.Swearing 
by the lower classes was generally a revolt T
against the imposition of Puritan middle- 
class standards which interfered with the 
simple pleasures of the poor for ideological 
reasons.

The mainstream of the Leveller movement 
howvever, regarded the Ranters and similar 
groups with distaste, both morally and socia
lly. More significantly, the Movement hardly 
responded to the demands of the rural Level
lers, yet nine - tenths of the population earned 
their living from agriculture and industry. 
Some Leveller groups were prepared to 
support the agrarian communism of the Digg
ers, but only the radical wing actually contem
plated ’levelling men's property'.The Army 
Levellers seemed fairly content with a mod
erate programme-higher pay, indemnity for 

'Freedom is the man that will turn the 
world upside down, therefore no wonder
he hath enemies. ’z

Gerrard Winstanley.
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just revolutionaries,not just comrades strug
gling (armed or not) against multi-national 
capital , but all those who stray from the ever 
more rigid legal code, who behave difrently 
from the bourgeoisie’.But the operation, still 
more complex and evil, is not yet clearly 
defined.lt might be true that revolutionary 
militants, whose actions get defined as crim
inal, get punished for these ’crimes’;but what 
is more true is that, by making claim to being 
at war with the State, they get special punish
ment and special treatment criminals, yes, but 
special criminals’.

This means the same as ’absolute criminal’ 
' ana rc ho-nihilist’ or ’terrorist’.But if these 
are the terms preferred by the specialists 
in war psychology, the political figure they 
delineate is much more clearly defined for 
repressive apparatuses:it is the enemy in 
our midst.

The political ’status’ of the ememy in our 
midst, denied in words, is acknowledged per
fectly well in the manner of different treat
ment.Defined thus, firstly by what you are 
and only in the second instance by what you 
have done.

The central demand of the imperialist 
bourgeoisie is no longer ’what have you done’ 
but ’who are you?’. Your identity is the thing 
that interests them above all else;it’s this 
they have to destroy.Different treatment in 
all it’s phases (struggle, trial, prison) aims

Political acts while they precisely at this’. To liquidate your identity...

Proletarian Violence and Imperialist
Counter -Revolution.. .The Imperialist State
would like to impose a social order that
presupposes the general, preventative reduction 
of individual human beings to ’’things”, in a
society of things , in all it’s areas ruled by the 
laws of capitalist commerce. An impossble
order, of suppression of contradictions, or
purely cuautitative develpement, of un-
changeability, of death’. It wants to halt
the path of time and fix the course of his
tory. . .but that, for all its power Jls impossible.

Instead, the irony of history: the more the 
laws of capital assert themselves, becoming gen-
eraFand absolute in every nook of social life,

• X

the more they make unbearable ’’the quality of 
life”, generating new needs for liberation, more 
radical movements of struggle. This then is the 
contradiction carrying the imperialist bourgeoi- 
se toward defeat, able neither to permit nor tol
erate antagonistic contradictions and class beh
avior - able only to see them as criminal devia
tions7, ’terrorism’, ’’irrational rebellion”, or 
’’signs of ideological madness”.

In this framework, to be legitimate and tol
erable , the opposition must stay confined with
in the magic circle of the bourgeoisie’s laws , 
conventions and "normal” codes of behavior. 
The alternative is simply - criminal’.

To further complete this demand, the concept
r.

of political crime, always rejected by liberal .
democracy, has lost all space to resist. It is 
a contradiction in terms.
remain inside the laws, treaties, codes and con
ventions - can’t be crimes. But when not so con
fined - they are criminal.

It must be clear enough that if this were accep
ted by subordinate classes, it would automatically 
mean their eternal subordination to the domination 
of the imperialist bourgeoisie. But in reality, no 
chance. This thesis-limit is historically imposs
ible, in as much as the capitalist mode of produc
tion can never halt the develpment of the product
ive forces, and thus the rise of contradictions
determining the nature of the revolutionary coll
ision.

The aim is not really to drgrade revolutionary 
militants, not to criminalize their actions to the 
low level of common crimes, rather it is the wish 
to ’carry out in depth the work of criminalising 
the political struggle, defining as criminals,not

X 17.
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ANARCHISM - CAPITALISM - COMMUNISM

r/«

The word Anarchy has two meanings - 
the first is negative, and means chaos, dis
order, and confusion. It is associated with 
violence and terrorism. The second positive 
meaning, which is the essence of the phil
osophy known as anarchism, is Freedom.

The enemies of Freedom never acknow
ledge the latter and all it means. They are 
the authoritarians of every nature , from 
the communists to the fascists who know 
that the state is vital to their existance.
They are the parasites of the world who feed 
on the people, some outrightly do it by force 
and violence, others come with revolutionary 
rhetoric to fool people.

That freedom that Anarchy is, and it’s 
philosophy speaks of, means among other 
things on State that governs people,and no 
leaders that rule them.It does not reject 
organisation, nor does it reject any govern
ment which governs things.lt says with proof 
that it is not good or right, that States, Lead
ers, Governments, which are evil and corr
uptible, should exist.

Anarchists believe, and history backs
them, that the real enemy of humanity is the 
means by which they are governed. Without 
the present means the world could manage 
to end exploitation, and war.

Anarchy is not to be confused with weak, 
divided or manifold Government.Only with 
it's total abolition can society develop 
positively in freedom.

Capitalism is a theory7 based on property 
and profit, in order to put that theory into 
practise those who believe in it must have 
an apparatus, an organisation.A vehicle. 
That vehicle is known as the State.At present 
those believers (who benefit) in Capitalism 
are known as the ruling class.By itself it 
is nothing, but by controlling it’s machine, 
the State, it becomes everything.Once the 
machine is set in motion it will only perp
etuate itself, as history shows. That is it's 
nature, and it will defend it's nature through

it’s beurocracy, it’s police and Army.ThE 
ruling class trains itself to run it’s mach
inery - it controls all the institutions .

In a society where profit is not the motive, 
and the class divisions are not determining 
the economy, the State defends the interests 
of the beurocracy.Take away their organis
ation and they control nothing.Civil war comes 
when they band together to take back their 
organisation.They succeed if we are too weak 
to defend ourselves.Ask anybody and they will 
tell you that the ruling class isn’t in itself 
about shit - it is the machine behind that is 
the problem.

Government represents the i etters upon 
society; even at its f reeist it merely marks 
the point beyond which liberty may not go. 
The State is the preservation of class div
isions, it marks the division of humanity 
into rulers and ruled, and if in that capacity 
it protects property, it does so in order to 
defend the interests of a governing class. 
While this may al so entail preserving the 
lesser property rights of a lower class this 
is merely done to strenghten respect for the 
property of the ruling class. The State is a 
parasite upon any society. It is ineradible 
in a class-divided society, because the pro
tection of property divisions depends upon 
organised '.r^presHion .
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ANARCHISM - CAPITALISM - COMMUNISM
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Once any form of organized repression 
becomes stronger than any existing form of 
organized reppression it will take over the 
functions of the State, and follow in the steps 
of the fal len no matter how revolutionary it 
is unless it rejects the fallens use of the St
ate.

Marx analysed the structure of Capitalism 
clearly enough to percieve that when the nec
essity for class divisions was no longer there 
those repressive institutions,necessary for 
class rule would disappear. In communist 
countries, however, it can be seen how the 
retention’other’ repressive organs of the St
ate as meant that far from the State being 
abolished it has been strengthened. Marx
ist Leninism, which is a gross distortion of 
Marxism, (State Communism) combines thft 
exploitive nature of Capitalism with the ord- *
inary repressive nature of the State, and ma
kes the latter in the end a greater monstrosity 
than ever.

Just as God is a product of man so is the 
State, the abolishment of private property 
includes the State- only by this means can 
we end alienation and regain complete power 
over our own lives. Freedom on every level 
is the cure to the worlds problems. Anything 
less as history shows us will only keep us ens
laved, and at war with ourselves and eachother

The real enemy of humanity is the State, str
aightening out the abuses of authority will cure
nothing, for it is the State that is abusive. To • •
get to the State we must go through its ruling 
class at present, once that is accomplished 
we must destroy their organisation known as 
the State - and never let it rise again amongst
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Seeing only the ruling class aswtae enemy 

is not seeing the whole enemy, and that is ju
st as dangerous as not seeing the enemy at all.
Carl L. Harp 
San
Tamal, C
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JUST BECAUSE YOU’RE NOT PARANOID IT DOESN’T MEAN THEY’RE NOT WATCHING YOU ’.
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RBURY Alternative Research,' 
. Contact /Wally Barnes,
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KENT z
Ramsgate: P/ter Ford, 22 RoyalRdu 

 

Sevenoaks:/Jim Endesby, 70 Brad
bourn Road.
NORTH W  
c/o Gra/s Roots, 109 Oxford Rd., 

 

Manche/ter, Ml 7DU. Groups are: 
Burnl/y Anarchist Group, 5 Hollin 

 

Hill 7 Burnley, Lancs.
Landaster Anarchist Group, 41 
Main Road, Galgate, Lancaster. 
Manchester Anarchist Group)
Syndicalist Workers' Fed. )

I
(NW Fed. has contacts in* other 
areas & publishes newsletter).
MIDLANDS FEDERATION: Groups in
clude Birmingham, Corby, Coventry 
Derby, Leamington/Warwick, Lei
cester, Nottingham, Sheffield.
NORTH EASTERN ANARCHIST Federa
tion Secretariat c/o Black Jake,
115 Westgate Rd., Newcastle-upon- 
Tyne, NE1 4AG.
THAMES VALLEY ANARCHIST FEDERA
TION - contact Oxford or Reading
SCOTTISH LIBERTARIAN FEDERATION 
Contact Nina Woodcock, 74 Arkl'ay 
St. (Top R.),, Dundee, tel 814541, 
DIRECT ACTION MOVEMENT, 28 Luck
now Drive, Sutton-in-Ashfield, 
Nottinghamshire. Groups in vari
ous places incl. London, Manches
ter and Leeds.

Storridge,

TRR c/o Grass Roots, 109 
Chester Ml  

EX & S COAST anarch-*.
cXo Resource ..Centre, North 

, Brighton, E. Sussex 

'SOLIDARITY': a libertarian com
munist organisation which publi
shes the journal 'Solidarity for 
Social Revolution'. Local cont
acts: Aberdeen c/o 167 King St. 
Dundee~c/o Nina Woodcock, 74 
Arkaly St. Manchester c/o 109 
Oxford Road, M7cr. Ml. Oxford: 
c/o 34 Cowley Road. London c/o 
123 Lathom Rd. London E6 and mem
bers in many other tov/ns.
ANARCHIST COMMUNIST ASSOCIATION 
(organisation of class struggle 
anarchists who produce their own 
paper 'Bread and Roses'. Local 
contacts: London Danny Jakob, 88 
Speedwell House,Cornet St. SE8. 
Birmingham: Bob Prew, 13 Trinity 
Court, Trinity Rd., Aston, B 
Burnle.y: Jim petty, 5 Hollin 
G1asgow: Dave Carruthers, 53 
ErdmoncTe Ave., Glasgow GA.
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sellers, 11.00
mornings,________ _______

COVENTRY John Ei\gl;and,
Union, Univ of
DERBY: Collaborators welcome.

Contact'Andrew Hu\?kerb

, 49 West- 
leigh Ave., Derby\DE3/3BY tel. 
368678. No connect\o 
of the grafi'tti app 
city centre !  
EAST ANGLW Libert
Everett, 11 Gibson
Saffron Walden, Essex  _______
EDINBURGH anarchists meet\8"pm on 
Monday at First of May Bookshop, 
4 £_N i d drie St., Edinburgh 
EXETER Anarchist Society, Univ, 
of Exeter, Devonshire House, 
Stocker Road, Exeter  
G-TASGUw Anarchist Group. Initial
ly, weekly meetings. For further 
information contact John Cooper, 
34 Raithburn Avenue, Castlemilk, 
Glasgow G45   
Greenwich & bexley. Any trade 
unionists interested in forming a 
syndicalist group please contact 
John Ryan, 47 Binsey Walk.SE2 9TU 
HASTINGS Anarchist Group, Solst
ice, 127 Bohemia Rd.,St.-Leonards 
-0n-Sea,Sussex.Tel. 0424 429537 
HIGH BENTHAM. Ask at the Dragon- 
f 1-V on Saturdays  
HUDDERSFIELD. Mtgs. every 2 weeks 
For details phone .0484-38156
(Polytechnic Students Union)  
HULL Libertarian Collective. Pete 
Jordan, 70 Perth StHull.E.Yorks 
TeamTNGTTW v w

with some 
ring in the

[ans. Martyn
ens,

,c/o Grass Roots as above?   /
anarchist group: Lyn /

Hurst, 41 Briarfield Drive, /
(tel. 0533-21250 (days), 0533- /
414060 (nights). Bookshop:
Blackthorn, 76 Highcross St (/el

0533-21896). Libertarian Edu</a-
tion: 6 Beaconsfield RdT ft
^SLl^2082J___________
LONDON:
Anarchy Collective, 37a
Ave., N.5.Tel.359-4794
7 p.m.
Freedom Collective, 84
chapel High Street, E/l. Tel.
247-9240
Hackney Anarchists: /ave, tel.
249-7042

Kingston Anarch^s/s, 13 Denmark 
Rd. Kingston-up hames. Tel.

f ><)•
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ABERDEEN libertarian group. Con- 
~l:get c/o 163 King St. Aberdeen Aberystwyth David fietcher, 59 
Cambrian Street, Aberystwyth  
EELFAST anarchist collective c/d 
Just Books, 7 Winetavern Street, 
Belfastl •• 
BIRMINGHAM 'meet Sundays 8.30 pm 
at the Fox & Grapes, Freeman St. 
or ring Joanna 440 5132 (also 
Anarcha Feminist Grodp)  
BRlBTCmiTY 4 British Road, 
Bristol BS3 3BW
BRISTOL Students: Libertarian So
ciety, Students Union, Queen's 
Roadj. Bristol 8 
CAMBRIDGE" - new/contact awaited 
CAftTE
Group
Eliot College,/University of /

Kent. Canterbufry______________ / __
CARDIFF write c/o One-O-Eigi^ 
Bookshop, 108 Salisbury Rd./  
IBELTENHAm anarchists see -rtwet' 
.30 Satur ay 
Boo ts\ Corner, gh St_.
Students 
oventry

rwick

Love V. Power, Box 779, Peace 
News (London office: 5 Caledonian 
Rd., N.I)
West London Anarchists, 7 Pennard
Road. W.12
MALVERN & WORCESTER area. Jock
Spence, Birchwood Hall,
M vern, Worcs.

A
Oxf or MTdN 
ists
Roa_____
NEWCASTL UPON TYNE. BIXck Jake" 

stgate Road, 
wcasTie NE1 4AG  
TTINGHAM\c/o Mushroom, 1 

.Heathcote 3t (tel.582506) 15
Scotholme A^.,Hyson Green (tdu.
708302) \__________________ 1 
OLDHAM. Anyone interested in for
ming anarchis^t group in area con
tact Nigel Broadbent, 31 Cooke.St 
Failsworth, Manchester (activiii- 
ie s to be decitied on form at ion H 
OXFORD anarchist group c7o Dann|y 
Simpson, Exeter College. Anarcly- 

"lSt“-WQ£kers ' Group: ditto. 
Anarcho-TF ts: c/o Teresa /
Thornhill, 34 Lyinity Road. 
Solidarity: c 4 Cowley Road/ 
PORTSMOUTH. Caroline Cahm, 25 / 
Albany Road, Sojithsea, Hants /  
READING”Anarchists c/o Ms.Shqvek/ 
Clubs Office, Student Union, 
Whiteknights, Reading,
shefFIE” 
lock Square, Sheffield SI 
SHEFFIELD Libertarian Sbciet
PO Box 168, Sheffield/Sll 8/E 
comprising Autonomous Ana s,
Black Cross Groups IWW, S te
of Initiativ§..<-'’tohn Creaghe Memo-
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Marx analysed the structure of Capitalism 
clearly enough to percieve that when the nec
essity for class divisions was no longer there 
those repressive institutions,necessary for 
class rule would disappear. In communist 
countries, however, it can be seen how the 
retention’other’ repressive organs of the St
ate as meant that far from the State being 
abolished it has been strengthened. Marx
ist Leninism, which is a gross distortion of 
Marxism, (State Communism) combines thft 
exploitive nature of Capitalism with the ord- *
inary repressive nature of the State, and ma
kes the latter in the end a greater monstrosity 
than ever.

Just as God is a product of man so is the 
State, the abolishment of private property 
includes the State- only by this means can 
we end alienation and regain complete power 
over our own lives. Freedom on every level 
is the cure to the worlds problems. Anything 
less as history shows us will only keep us ens
laved, and at war with ourselves and eachother

The real enemy of humanity is the State, str
aightening out the abuses of authority will cure
nothing, for it is the State that is abusive. To • •
get to the State we must go through its ruling 
class at present, once that is accomplished 
we must destroy their organisation known as 
the State - and never let it rise again amongst
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.Heathcote 3t (tel.582506) 15
Scotholme A^.,Hyson Green (tdu.
708302) \__________________ 1 
OLDHAM. Anyone interested in for
ming anarchis^t group in area con
tact Nigel Broadbent, 31 Cooke.St 
Failsworth, Manchester (activiii- 
ie s to be decitied on form at ion H 
OXFORD anarchist group c7o Dann|y 
Simpson, Exeter College. Anarcly- 

"lSt“-WQ£kers ' Group: ditto. 
Anarcho-TF ts: c/o Teresa /
Thornhill, 34 Lyinity Road. 
Solidarity: c 4 Cowley Road/ 
PORTSMOUTH. Caroline Cahm, 25 / 
Albany Road, Sojithsea, Hants /  
READING”Anarchists c/o Ms.Shqvek/ 
Clubs Office, Student Union, 
Whiteknights, Reading,
shefFIE” 
lock Square, Sheffield SI 
SHEFFIELD Libertarian Sbciet
PO Box 168, Sheffield/Sll 8/E 
comprising Autonomous Ana s,
Black Cross Groups IWW, S te
of Initiativ§..<-'’tohn Creaghe Memo-
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